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by Debbie Kiehl, FACMPE, CRCR

Credit card on file program
»» Due to increasing out-of-pocket expenses for patients, healthcare entities are exploring a “credit card on file” option to
make patient payments more timely and efficient.
»» Credit card on file programs should use a certified PCI-DSS vendor to ensure the healthcare entity meets the credit
card data security standard.
»» Develop policies and procedures for practice staff to follow, including a financial policy for the patients to review, and
require patients to provide signed authorization for payments.
»» Penalties for non-compliance and/or a breach are maintained by the industry PCI Standards Council (can range from
$2,000-$100,000 per month).
»» Penalties are levied on banks and credit card institutions and can be filtered down to the healthcare practice if credit
card data is compromised.

in Alpharetta, GA.

bit.ly/in-DebbieKiehl
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ith rising premiums and the popularity of employer-sponsored
health savings accounts (HSAs),
patients are facing higher out-of-pocket
costs that could threaten their access to care.
Increasingly, medical practices and hospitals
are searching for methods to make it easier
for patients to pay their out-of-pocket
healthcare obligations. This has
resulted in many healthcare entities implementing credit card on file
(CCOF) processes to increase their
revenue/cash by making it easier for
patients to pay their out-of-pocket
costs (e.g., copayments, co-insurance,
deductibles, recurring payments).
A CCOF program provides a secure
format to maintain the patient credit card
information and affords the provider permission (from the patient) to charge the card
on file after an insurance payer has processed and paid the claim. The remaining
balance can then be processed for payment

via secure format with the patient’s credit
card information.
This article reviews the necessary compliance steps a medical practice needs to
take to ensure that credit card processing is
secure and patients’ credit card information
is protected.

Secure transactions
Healthcare providers and practices must
comply with the industry standards used by
companies that process payments with credit,
debit, or cash cards.
Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard-certified vendor
The Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS) is a set of security rules
designed to ensure all businesses that accept,
process, store, or transmit credit information remain in a secure environment. CCOF
processing should be set up with a PCI
DSS-certified vendor and adhere to the set
of policies and procedures developed to
protect credit, debit, and cash card transactions and prevent the misuse of cardholders’
888-580-8373  www.hcca-info.org
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personal information. PCI DSS compliance is
required by all card brands.1 Using a thirdparty vendor will not preclude a business from
being PCI-DSS certified.

68

should develop a policy and procedure for
how the CCOF payments will be processed.
The practice should also draft and approve
a consent form that the patient will sign prior
to their first payment being processed and a
policy on how the consent form will be provided to the patient. The practice must obtain
patients’ consent to process the charges on
their credit or debit cards under the Electronic
Funds Transfer Act (EFTA); otherwise it could
be an unauthorized purchase.3

Using a credit card processor that is
PCI-DSS compliant
Most credit cards on file are used for recurring payments and/or where patients use their
credit card frequently to pay for their healthcare services. In these instances, a PCI-DSS
vendor offers card vaults. A payment vault
Policy and procedure
and “tokenization” solution are the core of the
As part of the practice’s compliance program,
PCI solution and assist e-commerce. The payment vault is a secure location used to store all the practice should develop a financial policy
and procedure that outlines the process for
patient credit card numbers. Once the credit
securing the patient’s credit card information.
card numbers have been inserted into the PCI
Further, the practice should
vault, the practice receives a
conduct regular training on
token that can be used in the
The
practice
should
this policy to ensure complifuture. The token can then
develop a policy and ance with any federal, state,
be stored freely on the practice servers, because there is procedure algorithm for or local regulations.
The policy should outno way to decrypt the PCI
processing payments
line the procedures for the
token to determine the origithrough a consent
practice employees’ appronal credit card number.
priate handling of credit and
form mechanism.
debit card transactions. The
Payment vault
policy should also prohibit the practice staff
and tokenization
A payment vault is a secure location to protect from maintaining information on the cardholder in the practice.
the patient’s credit card information. Once
the credit card number has been inserted into
Penalties for non-compliance and
the hosted PCI vault, the practice will receive
breach consequences
a token that can be used in the future.2 The
The PCI compliance is maintained by the
token is a process where a primary account
industry standards body called PCI Security
number is replaced with a surrogate value
Standards Council (SSC). The standards are
called a token.
reinforced by five payment card brands:
Consent form
Visa, MasterCard, American Express, JCB
The practice should develop a policy and proInternational, and Discover. Each brand has
cedure algorithm for processing payments
their standards for monitoring.4 The penalty
for non-compliance with the PCI standards
through a consent form mechanism. Once
can range from $2,000-$100,000 per month.
the CCOF is set-up with a secure PCI-DSS
These violations are levied against banks
processor, the practice should ensure all their
and credit card institutions and can be
internal processes are in place. The practice
www.hcca-info.org  888-580-8373

filtered down to the healthcare practice if the
cardholder data is compromised.5
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Breach consequences
The consequences of a breach can be severe
and can result in large financial penalties
for the practice. Even if a company is 100%
PCI compliant and validated, a breach in
cardholder data may still occur. Cardholder
breaches can result in the following losses for
a merchant:
·· $50-$90 fine per cardholder
data compromised;
·· Suspension of credit card acceptance by a
merchant’s credit card account provider;
·· Loss of reputation with customers, suppliers, and partners;
·· Possible civil litigation from breached
customers; and
·· Loss of customer trust, which may affect
future sales.6
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Conclusion
Because medical practices are seeing patients
bearing a larger proportion of their healthcare
costs, practices are forced to look for ways to
improve their cash flow. However, to remain
in compliance with regulations, it is important
for the practice to ensure that the patient’s
credit card data is not compromised and is
maintained in a secure format. The process
will be successful through the correct set up
with a PCI merchant and by complying with
the practice policies and procedures.
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